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REFLEXIVITY IN ENGLISH AND LITHUANIAN 

E. GENIUSIENE 

1. This paper will concern itself with the units "verb + self-pronoun" in English, 
e. g., wash oneself, cover oneself', and their Lithuanian counterparts: a) reflexive 
verbs, i. e. verbs with the affix -s/-si-, e. g., prausti-s, rengti-s, and b) units "verb + 
save", e. g., gerbti save, raminti save. It follows that Lithuanian possesses two ref
lexive markers as compared to English. 

Units with a reflexive marker of either kind, i. e. a reflexive pronoun or an affix, 
may be called formal reflexives. These are usually derived from and semantically 
related to formal non-reflexives, cf. hurt-'>-hurt oneself, prausti-'>-praustis. 

2. The term "reflexivity" is, at least, ambiguous. Usually, it covers two notions, 
formal reflexivity which is defined above as the presence of a reflexive marker in a 
unit and semantic reflexivity which may be defined as referential identity of the 
subject and object ofa transitive action, as in (I) John washed himself, the latter being 
formally and semantically derived from (2) John washed the child. The reflexive 
markers are primarily a means of overt marking of semantic reflexivity, though 
they have developed quite a number of other functions in both languages. Such units 
as wash oneself, rengtis, gerbti save are reflexive both formally and semantically. 

3. Semantic reflexives fall into two subclasses: 1) reflexives with complete refe
rential identity of the subject and object, these being derived from non-reflexives 
denoting a transitive action whose subject and object refer to persons as in sentence 
(2), cf. also (3) The mother covered the child with a blanket -'>- (4) The mother cover
ed herself with a blanket, (5) Jonas priverte mane dirbti ...... (6) Jonas prisiverte dirb
ti; these reflexives may be called semantic reflexives proper; 2)reflexives with 
partial co-reference of the subject and object: they denote an action of the subject 
upon itself, too, but the immediate object of the action is a part of the subject; 
this kind of semantic refJexives are derived from formal non-reflexives denoting a 
transitive action of the subject that refers to a person upon an object which is refe
rentially either a part of the body (hand, head, heart, hair, bowels, etc.) or an ina
lienable property (mind, thoughts, strength, attention, etc.) of the subject. It follows 
that the corresponding formal non-reflexives are reflexive semantically, too, and 
they are denotationally synonymous with their derivatives, cf. (7) John hurt his 
fInger ~ (8) John hurt himself, (9) Jonas uimerke akis ~ (10) Jonas uisimerke; 
both the formal non-reflexive and its reflexive derivative are surface representations 
of the same deep structure. 

1 The status of these units has been a matter of considerable controversy. They are considered 
either as verbal constructions with a reflexive pronoun or as reflexive verbs. Avoiding thiscontro
versial issue as irrelevant for the purposes of the present paper, we shall apply the tenn "reflexive 
units" to them. 
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In English, partial co-reference of the subject and object, in case the object refers 
to a part of the body of the subject, is co=only expressed by formal non-reflexi
ves, reflexive derivatives being ungra=atical, cf. shut one's eyes => *shut oneself 
(cf. Lith. uzmerkti akis => uzsimerkti), powder one's face => *powder oneself (cf. 
Lith. pudruoti veidq => pudruotis). Very few of them can produce synonymous for
mal reflexives, e. g., scratch one's back/leg => scratch oneself, relieve one's bladder/ 
/bowels => relieve oneself. In case the object refers to an inalienable property of 
the subject, non-reflexives produce formally reflexive units with greater freedom, 
cf. compose one's passions/thoughts => compose oneself, exhaust one's strength => 
exhaust oneself, hold in one's temper => hold in oneself,fuddle one's brain with gin => 
fuddle oneself with gin, etc. 

In Lithuanian, partial co-reference of the subject and object, whatever the type 
ofthe object (either a part of the body or some inalienable property of the subject), 
is expressed both by non-reflexives and fonnal reflexives, cf. suCiaupti lupas => 
susiciaupti, atlosti galvq => atsilosti, iszergti kojas => issizergti, kasytinugarq/kojq => 
kasytis; tvardyti jausmus => tvardytis, sukaupti demesi => susikaupti, etc. It is the 
morpheme -s/-si- alone, and not the pronoun save, that is employed to mark this 
kind of semantic reflexivity, though both of them are used to mark semantic reflexi
vity proper, cf. prisiversti and versti save. 

4. As has been mentioned above, the reflexive markers in both languages are poly
functional, and formal reflexives are far from being a semantically homogeneous 
class of verbs. Actually, semantic reflexives make up rather a small part of formal 
reflexives, about 15 per cent of reflexive units entered in the "Advanced Learner's 
Dictionary of Current English" by A. S. Hornby et aI., and about 7 per cent of re
flexive verbs in the "Dabartines lietuvil/ kalbos zodynas" (1971). 

For formal reflexives that do not denote semantic reflexivity the term "pseudo-re
flexives" has been suggested". The following oppositions provide examples ofpseu
do-reflexives: (I I) John suggested an idea to me -+ (12) An idea suggested itself 
to me; (13) John showed his annoyance -+ (14) John's annoyance showed itself in 
his looks; (15) Jonas uidege sviesq -+ (16) Sviesa uzsidege; (17) Mes kuriame naujq 
miestq -+ (18) Kuriasi naujas miestas. In these instances both the syntactic and seman
tic structure changes in the reflexive derivatives; the non-reflexives are causative se
mantically while the derivatives may be roughly described as decausative in mean
ing and, consequently, they are not semantic reflexives. 

There are many formal reflexives in both languages whose syntactic opposition 
with non-reflexives seems structurally identical to that of semantic reflexives and 
their non-reflexive counterparts, but a radical change of meaning accompanies the 
derivation of the reflexives, cf. (19) I found John in the garden -+ (20) I found my
self in the garden. A similar change of meaning in a reflexive may be based on 
metaphor, cf. pat smb. on the back -+ pat oneself on the back 'be pleased with one
self, express approval of oneself'; push smb. -+ push oneself 'try to attract atten
tion, impose oneself upon others'. In other instances yet the nature of the action 
changes referentially and a reflexive denotes an intransitive action with a subject 
alone, while the corresponding non-reflexive denotes a transitive action, cf. (21) 
John threw his coat on the sofa -+ (22) John threw himself on the sofa and (23) Jo-

• R. Chan non. "Pseudo-Reflexive" Verbs in Russian. - In: Slavic Transformational Syntax. 
Michigan Slavic Materials No 10. Ann Arbor, 1974, p. 66- 77. 
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nas pastepe daiktus spintoje -+ (24) Jonas pasistepe spintoje. Because of their semantic 
intransitivity, such formal reflexives as throw oneself,fling oneself, pasistepti, spraus
lis, etc. are not reflexive semantically, either. 

S. As has been made clear above, formal and semantic reflexivity may be related 
in three ways: 

1) a unit is reflexive both formally and semantically - this is explicit reflexi
vity. 

2) A unit is reflexive formally and non-reflexive semantically - this is pseudo
reflexivity. 

3) A unit is reflexive semantically and non-reflexive formally. Here belong two 
kinds of verbs: a) in both languages one can find semantic reflexives like shut 
one's eyes, uzmerkti akis, hurt one'sfinger, etc.; b) in English there are a few cases 
of the so-called implicit reflexivity, e. g., the verb dress in the sentence (25) John dress
ed quickly and left has the meaning 'dress oneself'". Implicit reflexives are doublets 
of explicit reflexives with high frequency and may be considered secondary to them 
in the sense that no implicit reflexives exist without explicit reflexives, cf. dress 
oneself ~ dress, undress oneself ~ undress, wash oneself ~ wash, bathe oneself ~ 
bathe, shave oneself ~ shave. Of the two doublets the explicit reflexive seems to be 
more frequently used than the corresponding implicit reflexive, with the exception of 
shave. The explicit and implicit reflexives may differ slightly in connotations: the 
former may be more descriptive or indicate a more intentional action'. Less diffe
rence is to be found between wash oneself, bathe oneself and shave oneself, on the 
one hand, and wash, bathe and shave in the same meaning, on the other; they are 
usually interchangeable and either of the two verbs may be preferred for euphony. 
Greater difference is to be found between dress oneself and implicitly reflexive 
dress, the latter being used in the senses 'wear clothes', 'change': (26) Mary 
dresses plainly, (27) John neJ'er dresses for dinner; the explicit reflexive alone is 
used to denote the ability to perform the action: (28) The child is old enough to 
dress himself. In unambiguous contexts other reflexives may lose the reflexive mar
ker, e. g., (29) I see him shaving before a cracked mirror, ... at all moments brus h
ing, cleaning, washing, polishing, so that he may go smart, as a soldier should". 

6. In English, rather a limited number of semantic reflexives proper is entered in 
dictionaries - these might be called "fixed" reflexives. Lithuanian counterparts 
of English "fixed" reflexives are usually reflexive verbs, cr. kill oneself - nusizu
dyti, dress oneself - rellgtis, cover oneself - uzsikloti, etc. An extralinguistic phe
nomenon of typological significance underlies this fact: the range of actions that 
frequently happen to be reflexive in reality is roughly the same for both languages, 
and they have developed special means to denote such actions, i. e. "fixed" reflexi
ves in English and reflexive verbs in Lithuanian. 

On the other hand, the self-pronoun in English can be freely added to many verbs 
taking an object that refers to a person (on condition that the subject refers to a 
person, too) if necessity calls for it - such "occasional" reflexive units occur rather 
frequently in texts. Lithuanian counterparts of English "occasional" reflexives are 

3 See, for instance, J. Lyons. Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics. Cambridge University 
Press, 1968, p. 362-363 . 
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• K. Schibs bye. A Modern English Grammar. London, Oxford University Press, 1965, p. 198. 
5 The example is borrowed from K. Schibsbye, op. cit., p. 199. 



usually units "verb + save", cf. see oneself(in a mirror) - matyti save (veidrodyje), 
convince oneself - itikinti save, call oneself - vadinli save, study oneself - apfiu
rineti save, soothe oneself - raminti save; one should keep in mind that Lithuanian 
reflexive verbs parallel to some of these units, cf. isitikinti, matytis, vadinlis, possess 
a different meaning and are not semantic reflexives, therefore they are not to be 
taken into consideration. 
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PEcI>JlEKCHBHOCTb B AHrJlHflCKOM H JlHTOBCKOM "3bIKAX 
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PaCCM3rpHS31OTCH tPoPM3JlbH3H " CMhlC.1I0B3H pelfJJ1eKCHBHoCTb H rpH THna HX COOTHoweHHH 
B 3Hr.1Hit:cKOM " JIHTOBCKOM H3b1K3X. Pa3.'lHlIatoTCH )J.S3 KJI3CCa CMbICJIOBblX pe4JJleKCHBos: petl>
JleKCHBbI, Y KOroPbIX 06"beKT ,[leHCTBHH nOJlHOCTblO oJJ.Hopeq,epeHTeH C cy6'heKTOM .n.eiicTBHSI, " 
peq,.l1eKCHBbI, y KOroPhlX 06'heKTOM .neiicTBHH Ha pectJepeHTHOM ypOBHe HB.IJHerCH qaCTb cy6'heKTa. 
AHrJIHHCKHe peq,JleKCHBbI .ll.e.IJHTCH Ha "q,HKCHPOS3HHble" H "OKK33HOH3J1bHble"; B a3KJlIOlIeHHe 
paCCM3rpHB31OTCH HX nHTOBCKHe 3KBHB3JIeHThI. 
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